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CASE STUDY

The Program The Client
The objective of the Padraig Accelerating 
Success Program is to minimize disruption and 
maximize success when a new leader is hired. 
Our process helps executives and leaders jump 
into a new role managing a team, with a focus on 
getting the leader and the new team through that 
difficult transition, quickly, and ready to deliver 
critical success. 
To build a strong foundation for new leadership 
our primary emphasis is on relationship building. 
We help the team leader get to know the new 
team, each individual as well as existing issues 
and obstacles. The team members will also get 
to know their new leader, quickly understanding 
those idiosyncrasies that can take months to learn 
without the Accelerating Success Program. 
We use a coach approach to draw out concerns 
and expectations, followed by a carefully 
facilitated workshop to bring it all together. This 
is when we guide the team and the new leader in 
how to use their new understanding to develop, 
buy-into and implement a plan to overcome any 
hurdles to becoming a high performance team. 
Typically the Padraig Accelerating Success 
Program accomplishes months-worth of 
adaptation and delivers tremendous return on 
your investment. There is only a little preparatory 
work required from the leader and the team, 
followed by just one day away from the office. 

Padraig was hired by a large post-secondary 
institution where the client team drives marketing 
and promotion as well as web development and 
design. The client leader was recently hired from 
another organization into a managerial role and 
then soon after promoted to Director, which 
occurred at the same time as a reorganization and 
dismissal of the previous Director.
Tension between the team and the new Director 
was high. A team of six staff reported to the new 
Director, several of whom had been with the 
organization for some time and many of whom 
felt an allegiance with the previous Director. 
The team was unhappy with the transition that 
had occurred; they generally felt their previous 
Director had been treated unfairly. Additionally, 
the prevailing sentiment was that the selection 
of the new Director lacked transparency and 
“parachuted in” someone with little experience.
Prior to the new Director’s appointment, and 
subsequently, interactions between the team and 
some organizational leaders and key internal 
clients were strained and difficult. The team 
members reported feeling frustrated with what 
they saw as changing priorities and unclear 
direction from both bosses and clients. Others 
saw them as unhappy, uncooperative and even 
unhelpful at times.



THE PROCESS

The Accelerating Success Program uses a coach 
approach to learning — we started with one-to-one 
coached interviews of each team member and also 
with the new leader. Accelerating Success interview 
questions are designed to inspire discussion around 
issues that need to be shared and explored between 
team members and the new leader. With the client 
team, as with all clients of Accelerating Success, we 
added customized questions to focus on anticipated 
issues, and our coaches challenged each participant to 
offer deeper answers through a one-on-one interview.

Following the one-on-one interviews, we debriefed 
the new leader on what we had learned, without 
betraying the confidentiality of our interviewees. 
We do not disclose who said what, but rather 
bring forward the issues that the team needs to be 
addressed to the leader for consideration. For the 
next step we facilitated the Accelerating Success 
workshop, which focused on how to have difficult 
conversations, draw out previously unspoken issues 
and develop action plans to address the challenges – 
all while driving the team to success. 

We started the workshop with comfort-building 
exercises before developing understanding around 
how the team and their new leader could have 
difficult conversations in a constructive way. The 
Director then spoke about personal goals and vision 
for the team, reasons for accepting the role, previous 
experience and first impressions of the team. Padraig 
coached the leader to help ensure the ideas were 
delivered in an honest, open and positive way.

This initial, very direct, conversation opened the 
door for further discussion. Through facilitated 
exercises the Padraig coach encouraged sharing 
about key issues of concern and supported the team 
to find their own solutions to the challenges they 
were facing. As the day progressed, a solid action 
plan was formed while a bond of respect developed 
between team members and their new Director. 

The new Director hired Padraig Coaching & Consulting to conduct an 
Accelerating Success Program - designed to facilitate a new leader’s 
success as well as motivate and inspire the new team to excel. 

CALL US TOLL FREE:
 1-855-818-0600 ext 101



THE OUTCOMES

Quality of Conversations
The new Director was previously trying to engage 
each team member separately one-on-one in a weekly 
one-hour meeting. The meetings were consuming 
a lot of time and, frankly, weren’t productive. The 
Director learned through the Accelerating Success 
Program that team members would respond better 
to less formal and shorter group update meetings 
with everyone present – saving one-on-one meetings 
for specific situations. The meetings are now more 
productive for the Director and the entire team at just 
20-30 minutes in length, while saving the Director up 
to six hours weekly. 

Client Relationships -  
Dramatically Improved
Previously the team members reported feeling 
frustrated with many of their internal clients — 
creative direction was often unclear, their clients 
were outlining process rather than goals and 
the team was often stifled and frustrated. With 
some internal clients the team would even hire 
out the work to contractors rather than face the 
“frustration” themselves. Upon arrival, the new 
Director was simply told “we always contract out 
with that client group; it’s easier.” Through the 

Accelerating Success Program the Director learned 
why this was occurring and was able to insert himself 
as a client manager for his team. This helped to 
clarify client expectations, return creative control to 
the team and keep clients focused on the objectives 
they wanted to achieve rather than the product or 
process they thought was needed. 
As well, through the Accelerating Success workshop, 
the team was able to conclude that an automated 
system to track and manage client requests would 
mitigate their frustration with lack of clarity and 
save a lot of wasted “back and forth” time for the 
team. When the new Director agreed to this project 
during the workshop the team was inspired to 
action, ultimately creating the portal with in-house 
resources during regular working hours. Not only 
has this simplified the process for the team at no 
extra cost to the business, it has dramatically clarified 
client needs and has allowed the client team to focus 
on deliverables.
Since completing the Accelerating Success workshop, 
the team has engaged the Director with client 
requests when needed and the Director ensures 
clients clarify their goals. Clients are happier with the 
success of finished projects, often because the 

The coached conversations and workshop led to enormous insight for team members and for 
the new Director. Following the workshop, this new understanding immediately translated into 
improved relationships, better team work and financial returns for the team, including:



projects are completed more quickly and less expensively 
than previously because often in the past the clients were 
seeking products that were more costly than they needed. 
Everyone reports satisfaction that the process no longer 
requires so much time to manage. 

Financial Savings
As a result of client management improvements, many of 
the projects that would have been sent out for production 
are now completed in-house, resulting in significant savings:
 Previously contracted work has been reduced to almost 

$0 with 60% of the savings now funding a full-time 
junior position to help the team and the remainder 
available for new projects ($60,000);

 The Director no longer has to manage the laborious 
process of hiring outside contractors – a savings of 4 
hours monthly ($2,500);

 Staff are spending far less time trying to figure 
out unclear projects, allowing them to complete 
assignments within regular hours – a savings of 
approximately 250 hours per year in overtime ($7,500);

 Staff are more engaged in their work with a 50% 
reduction in absenteeism – previously at least 2 staff 
days per week were lost to absenteeism ($12,000); and

 Turnover has been reduced – prior to the workshop 
four members of the team were actively seeking work 
outside this team; it is likely at least two of them would 
have departed within the year (estimated savings from 
avoiding recruitment costs – $56,000†).

WHERE ELSE CAN  
YOU INVEST $5,000  
TO GAIN NEARLY $140,000  
IN THE FIRST YEAR?

RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT
FINANCIAL RETURN

Cost of Program:     $4,950 
Financial Return:  $138,000

NON-FINANCIAL RETURN

While not measurable in dollars, 
the overall gain this team made as 
a result of Accelerating Success 
has been felt throughout the 
organization and the positive 
gains are ongoing. 

A 27x Financial Return on Investment

If you’re ready to start making a  
great return on your HR investments:

CALL US TOLL FREE:

1-855-818-0600 ext 101

“The workshop helped us get a lot of 
‘baggage’ out in the open, and allowed 
us to address the concerns that 
have prevented us from functioning 
effectively in recent months. This 
wouldn’t have been possible had it not 
been for the conversations that took 
place in the morning.” 

— Program Participant
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“I felt like we were able to clarify  
a lot of misinformation and lay out 
our feelings about the situation in 
a safe way. It cleared the air and 
allowed us to plan ahead on a  
more positive team footing.”  
— Program Participant

“The workshop helped us 
get a lot of ‘baggage’ out 
in the open, and allowed 
us to address the concerns 
that have prevented us 
from functioning effectively 
in recent months. This 
wouldn’t have been possible 
had it not been for the 
conversations that took 
place in the morning.”  
— Program Participant

“Seems to have brought team issues to 
the surface. Gave us clarification on 
many subjects. Allowed us to brainstorm 
possible solutions and plans. Seems to 
have brought the team closer together.”
— Program Participant

HERE IS WHAT PARTICIPANTS HAD TO SAY TO PADRAIG 
FOLLOWING THE ACCELERATING SUCCESS WORKSHOP:


